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Project Summary:
There is only one item on the agenda, CC-12-12-10, which pertains to a storefront remodel at 104 W. North,
where Rep. Dan Brady plans to open a new office. This project is intended to make the front entrance ADA
accessible. Based on the unanticipated scope of the remodel, this project comes to the commission already
underway. The original concept was to simply replace the existing elevated threshold with a ramped entrance.
However, it later became apparent that the height difference between the existing entrance and the adjacent
sidewalk was too great to address in such a short distance. (It would have required a slope too steep to meet
accessibility guidelines.)
Thus, alternative solutions were explored with the final proposal being to push back the storefront to match the
plane of the current entrance and to relocate the entrance to the far west end of the storefront where there is
the least difference in height between the sidewalk and an entrance. A proposed door style has not yet been
selected. The contractor proposes to close off the existing door and cover it with a material matching the rest of
the existing wood. It will all be repainted to match.
The tenant may also want to create a division between his storefront and the entrance to the upstairs
apartments. This would be accomplished by building a wall from the building out and around the existing cast
iron column. (The other columns on this building are also covered.)
The attached computer-generated illustration is a view of the storefront from the street. It is NOT to scale.
(Keep in mind that this building in only about 25 feet wide.) Additional photos of existing conditions are also
included for reference.
Town Staff Recommendation:
Town staff supports the proposed remodel because it makes the space accessible and still preserves the
character of the storefronts along North Street. The use of the wood siding requires a code variance, which
would need final approval from the Town Council. Staff supports this waiver because it matches with the
existing wood siding. Staff also recommends the use of a historic door (which could be acquired from the Old
House Society) or a commercial-grade door such as the ones used at the Normal State Bank building across the
street.

104 W. North Street

104 W. North Street
ADA upgrade proposal

The storefront window will be moved back to the area framed-up behind the glass, which also shows the new door
location. The current door will be closed off with wood to match the adjacent panels. A wall built of the same paneling
will be built perpendicular to the storefront from the left edge of the existing door out and around the column, thus
creating a barrier between the storefront and the apartment door to the right. All wood will be painted to match.

104 W. North Street
ADA upgrade proposal
Build a wall from new storefront plane toward the
sidewalk and encompass the existing exposed column
to provide separation between the storefront portion
of the façade and the entrance to the second-floor
apartments.

Add new door on west side of first floor and a new
storefront window to the right.
Move the west 2/3 of the storefront back to
match the plane of the existing doorway.

Close off existing storefront door and cover
with wood to match adjacent wood paneling.

